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“Hu Feng incident” includes abundant contents, we can obtain the 
enormous theoretical and spiritual resources in terms of the literature history and 
the intellectual history in the incident. This kind of resources will inevitably have 
very important value to the development of Chinese literature. For this reason, 
the thesis will be divided into three chapters to expound. Chapter one: “Hu Feng 
incident”. Get back to historical scene, clean up the venation of the incident and 
explain what Hu Feng incident is, namely “Hu Feng incident” is literary and 
artistic controversy, personal dispute produced because of the difference between 
Hu Feng and colleagues’ literary theory and political demand, until upgrading a 
series of general names of activity pronounced guilty for political event; Hu Feng 
incident’s reason that . Draw the most essential reason , the bias of namely 
literature and major ideology from numerous reasons; Investigate various views 
that Hu Feng studies, on this basis, analyse the achievements of its research, and 
explore another angle and possibility on Hu Feng studies after combing the past 
research findings. Chapter two: Forming of the new literary mechanism. 
Literature is not a result of the pure spirit eventually. It must be related with other 
superstructures, and the relation between literature and politics has always been 
the most sensitive. When ideology of the mainstream has a premonition that its 
class will become the new ruling class, it can require literature practice activity 
to make corresponding adjustment for it, the demand is reflected in Mao 
Ze-dong’s Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art clearly. “Talks” 















democracy society, this platform continued to be used in the 17 years’ literature 
after the foundation of  China PR, based on this and form a kind of mechanism 
of literature suitable for operating gradually in the course of literary practice. So 
we can find that the relation between Yan’an literature and the 17 years’ literature 
is not rupture but continuation. Chapter three: The conflicts between Hu Feng 
and new literary mechanism. The new literary mechanism is reflected out in the 
criticism of the literary theory of Hu Feng. So, “Hu Feng incident” has important 
function and meaning on the forming of this kind of new literary mechanism. 
The new literary mechanism has given play to the role of important pressure to 
the literature practice, has finished the conformity to writer's team. In order to 
cooperate with the political big unification, the Communist Party of China 
through Yan’an rectification movement and the first congress of writers and 
artists has facilitated the unity and transformation on intellectual's thought, and 
has realized the integration of Contemporary Literature in a sense. Under such 
harmonious and unified surface, but Hu Feng and his literary theory become a 
disharmonious note because of uniqueness of the individuality. “Hu Feng 
incident” demonstrates abundant literature value and meaning with the conflict 
of the literary mechanism. 
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